
UNAVCO, the NSF and NASA-funded facility that supports and promotes Earth 
science by advancing high-precision techniques for the measurement of crustal 
deformation, has operated a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Data 
Archive since 1992. For the GNSS  domain, the UNAVCO Archive has 
established best practices for data and metadata preservation, and provides 
tools for openly tracking data provenance. The GNSS data collection at the 
UNAVCO Archive represents the efforts of over 400 principal investigators and 
uncounted years of effort by these individuals and their students in globally 
distributed field installations, sometimes in situations of significant danger, 
whether from geologic hazards or political/civil unrest.  Our investigators also 
expend considerable effort in following best practices for data and metadata 
management.  UNAVCO, with the support of its consortium membership, has 
committed to an open data policy for data in the Archive.  Once the data and 
metadata are archived by UNAVCO, they are distributed by anonymous access 
to thousands of users who cannot be accurately identified. Consequently, the 
UNAVCO commitment to open data access was reached with a degree of 
trepidation on the part of a segment of the principal investigators who contribute 
their data with no guarantee that their colleagues (or competitors) will follow a 
code of ethics in their research and publications with respect to the data they 
have downloaded from the UNAVCO Archive. The UNAVCO community has 
recognized the need to develop, adopt, and follow a data citation policy among 
themselves and to advocate for data citation more generally within the science 
publication arena.  
The role of the UNAVCO Archive in this process has been to provide data 
citation guidance and to develop and implement mechanisms to assign digital 
object identifiers (DOIs) to data sets within the UNAVCO Archive. The UNAVCO 
community is interested in digital object identifiers primarily as a means to 
facilitate citation for the purpose of ensuring credit to the data creators.  
UNAVCO’s archiving and metadata management systems are generally well-
suited to assigning and maintaining DOIs for two styles of logical collections of 
data: campaigns, which are spatially and temporally well-defined; and stations, 
which represent ongoing collection at a single spatial position at the Earth’s 
surface.  These two styles form the basis for implementing approximately 3,000 
DOIs that can encompass the current holdings in the UNAVCO Archive. In 
addition, aggregations of DOIs into a superset DOI is advantageous for 
numerous cases where groupings of stations are naturally used in research 
studies. There are about 100 such natural collections of stations. However, 
research using GNSS data can also utilize several hundred or more stations in 
unique combinations, where tallying the individual DOIs within a reference list is 
cumbersome. We are grappling with the complexities that inevitably crop up 
when assigning DOIs, including subsetting, versioning, and aggregating. We 
also foresee the need for mechanisms for users to go beyond our predefined 
collections and/or aggregations to define their own ad-hoc collections. Our goal 
is to create a system for DOI assignment and utilization that succeeds in 
facilitating data citation within our community of geodesy scientists. 
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Presently, the GNSS archive holds  5,300,000 files of data, taken at over 
11,000 globally distributed monuments. 
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The GNSS data collection at the UNAVCO Archive represents the efforts of over 400 principal investigators and uncounted years of effort by these individuals and 
their students in globally distributed field installations, sometimes in situations of significant danger, whether from geologic hazards or political/civil unrest.  Our 
investigators also expend considerable effort in following best practices for data and metadata management.  UNAVCO, with the support of its consortium 
membership, has committed to an open data policy for data in the Archive.  Once the data and metadata are archived by UNAVCO, they are distributed by 
anonymous access to thousands of users who cannot be accurately identified. 
 
Consequently, the UNAVCO commitment to open data access was reached with a degree of trepidation on the part of a segment of the principal investigators who 
contribute their data with no guarantee that their colleagues (or competitors) will follow a code of ethics in their research and publications with respect to the data they 
have downloaded from the UNAVCO Archive. The UNAVCO community has recognized the need to develop, adopt, and follow a data citation policy among 
themselves and to advocate for data citation more generally within the science publication arena.  The community has adopted the DOI mechanism as the preferred 
vehicle to cite specific data sets. The references give in depth information on DOIs as well as data citation best practices. 
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What is the appropriate Granularity for DOI publication for UNAVCO Data Center data sets? There are 
several potential candidates: 
 (1) Data file  - would entail millions of DOIs and is not practical for implementation or utilization (NOTE: 
each file does have a UUID) 
 
(2) Data set, i.e. a collection of data files. Certain collections of data files are Natural Data Sets and have 
already been archived with metadata distinguishing them as collections: 

Collections of data files  -  a single campaign 
Collections of data files  -  a permanent station and all its data (1000s of files) 

 
A case study utilizing a published paper showed that the permanent station level ”Natural Data Set” would 
result in 32 citations of dastasets in the paper. This was deemed a likely disincentive for data citation on 
the part of the paper author. In order to ensure adoption of citation using DOI, this scenario should be 
avoided. 
 
(3) Aggregates of Natural Data Sets 

e.g. 15 permanent stations from the same Data Creator –  
possibly geographically related  - all aggregated as a single DOI 

 
(4) Ad hoc aggregates of collections. The DOI must be implemented, possibly with manual procedures,  
on a case by case basis. Example DOI citation: 
Smith R.B., 1997, Wasatch Continuous GNSS Network Data, UNAVCO, data set, doi:10.9999/ 
UNAVCO.GNSS.AGGREGATE/101.  Accessed 2010-01-01. 
 

The need for subsetting of DOIs in data citations arises for the Permanent Station style Natural Data Set. 
Subsetting  in this case, for a single permanent station, involves specification of the range of dates utilized by the 
Data User and involves a very simple appending to the data citation. An example citation is: 
 
Wernicke, B. and J. Davis, 1996, Northern Basin and Range Continuous GNSS Network Data – Station COON, 
UNAVCO, data set, doi:10.9999/UNAVCO.GNSS.STATION/109, date range used: 2004-03-01-2009-12-31. 
Accessed 2010-01-01. 
 
In the case of aggregations of data sets, such as the example given under the DOI Use Case – Granularity 
section:  

30 permanent stations from the same Data Creator –  
possibly geographically related  - all aggregated as a single DOI (these are typically ‘networks’). 

 
Now the subsetting may involve the need to selectively include  from among the natural data sets contained 
within this aggregated DOI. An example citation is: 
 
King, Nancy, 2005, Southern California Continuous GNSS Network Data, UNAVCO, data set, doi:10.9999, 
UNAVCO.GNSS.NETWORK/2601, subsets:GMPK, GNPS, IID2, IMPS. Accessed 2010-01-01. 
 
Note that ad hoc aggregates would separately do this subsetting as part of the ad hoc DOI creation. 

The need for versioning of DOIs in data citations arises any data set where a significant change to the data 
and/or metadata has taken place subsequent to the original DOI registration for the data set. Note that simply 
adding files or data to an ongoing data set is not a case requiring versioning. The user will handle this case by 
citing the date the data were accessed and the time range of the data used. 
 
In the UNAVCO data sets, the following situations will require versioning: 
 
• Permanent stations that start out in the domain of one PI but then shift to another PI after some time 
• Corrections to data sets such as amending of previous incorrectly recorded instrument metadata 
• Post publication additions to data sets other than ongoing continuous or semi-continuous stations. An 
example would be infilling of temporal data gaps. 
 
In the DOI implementation, version date stamps are added to the published DOI. The DOI and the version 
date stamp must be used in the citation as in the example: 
 
Bendick, R. and P. Molnar, 2010, Tajikistan-Kyrgyzstan 2009, UNAVCO, data set, doi:10.9999/
UNAVCO.GNSS.CAMPAIGN/3158, version 2011-01-31. Accessed 2011-11-30. 
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ESIP Federation, Interagency Data Stewardship/Citations/provider guidelines, Retrieved December 1, 2011 from  http://wiki.esipfed.org/index.php/Interagency_Data_Stewardship/Citations/provider_guidelines, 2011. 
Parsons, Mark, R. Duerr, and J.-B. Minster,  Data Citation and Peer Review, EOS, 91, 297-298, 2010. 
Paskin, N., Digital Object Identifiers for Scientific Data, Data Science Journal, 4, 1-9, 2005. 

Archiving of data 
All UNAVCO-facilitated GPS and other GNSS data and metadata must be 
archived at UNAVCO upon collection. Data providers are responsible for 
providing attribution information with submitted data, including sponsor and 
provider contact information.  
Accessibility 
Metadata will be made publicly available when placed in the archive. Data will 
be made publicly available when placed in the archive, unless an investigator 
has documented a period of exclusive use that is specified by the sponsor, 
typically in the award letter.  
Attribution 
By accessing data from the UNAVCO archive, users agree to appropriate 
attribution to providers and their sponsors, acknowledgment of UNAVCO and 
its sponsors, and to adherence to professional and ethical standards.  

UNAVCO is a non-profit corporation that facilitates geoscience research and 
education using geodesy. UNAVCO’s activities include operation of the 1100 
station Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Plate Boundary Observatory 
(PBO), one of the three principal components of the EarthScope project. 
UNAVCO’s Data Center provides data management, archiving, distribution, and 
interoperability services for GNSS and Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar 
(InSAR) data. UNAVCO also provides science support through community 
coordination, field engineering, technology innovation, and instrument testing, 
acquisition, and deployment and supports state-of-the-art global geodetic 
infrastructure that is developed and operated through international collaborations.  

The UNAVCO Archive is in the process of implementing both a DOI assignment and registration 
infrastructure and the associated DOI look-up (for authors and data creators) and DOI landing 
pages for the persistent URL uploaded to the Registration Agency. 

 
Implementation steps include: 
 
• Augment existing data collections metadata with DOI 
Registration-specific metadata 

• Build the DOI service layer (for creation and update of 
DOI registry information 

• Build the DOI Registration upload capability 

• Create a Public API to interface with authors for 
guidance on utilizing DOIs within citations in their 
published works 

• This same API can be used by Data Creators to track 
their  published data sets 

UNAVCO  GNSS holdings include about 3000 distinct data set contributions from 400 
community PIs who have led field campaigns or set up permanently installed GNSS 
instrumentation.  
 
Investigators utilizing UNAVCO field services or equipment and/or NSF funding are 
required to make their data available through the UNAVCO Data Center. Other 
investigators voluntarily contribute their data sets to the UNAVCO Data Center because 
they wish to take advantage of the full data life cycle support from UNAVCO. 
 
 As part of the archiving process, investigator-contributed data sets go through an 
exhaustive ingestion, metadata extraction and gathering,  QC and QA of data and 
products, and collection of ancillary related documentation according to a suite of 
procedures set up by the UNAVCO Data Center.  
 
The Data Center adds 800,000 new GNSS files each year, while distributing 51 million 
files per year. 

UNAVCO has developed guidelines for authors 
for attribution when using data obtained from 
the UNAVCO Data Center that was contributed 
by another investigator. In some cases 
appropriate attribution means co-authorship by 
the data creator. Often, attribution will mean 
utilizing data set citation. 
 

This interface utilizes the DOI API  to provide 
authors with DOIs for specific data sets and 
examples of using the DOI in a citation. 
 


